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(Communicated by Prof. H. FREUDENTHAL at the meeting of May 25, 1963) 
I. Introduction. In [1, section 8], R. H. Fox calls a continuous 
g : Y--+ Z a spread if Y and Z are T1-spaces, and if the clopen ( = closed 
and open) subsets of inverse images of open subsets of Z form a base 
for Y. A spread is called complete if every z E Z satisfies the following 
condition: If to every open neighborhood W of z one assigns a quasi-
component 2) Qw of g-1(W) so that Qw1 C Qw2 whenever W1 C W2, then 
the intersection of all the Qw is non-empty (and hence a point). 
If X is locally connected, Fox shows that any spread I : X --+ Z can be 
extended, essentially uniquely, to a complete spread g : Y--+ Z so that 
(A) X is dense in Y, andY has a base consisting of sets W with W n X 
(and hence also W) connected. 
Such a function g is called a completion of I by Fox. 
If X is not assumed locally connected, then Fox's construction of the 
"completion" of a spread still makes sense (see [1; section 8]), and 
satisfies all the above properties except - of course - (A). Since Fox 
did not have a suitable generalization of (A), however, he could not 
axiomatically define the completion in this generality, and was therefore 
unable to obtain a uniqueness theorem. The purpose of this note is to 
provide such a generalization, to check that the resulting concept of 
completion is satisfied by Fox's construction, and to show how Fox's 
uniqueness proof can be adapted to this general situation. 
2. De{in1:tion. Call an extension of a spread I : X --+ Z to a complete 
spread g : Y --+ Z a completion of I if 
(B) X is dense in Y, and whenever U is an open neighborhood of 
y E Y- Z and "Y is a clopen covering of U n X, then y has a neighbor-
hood W such that (W n X) E "Y. (Equivalently, if y has a neighborhood 
W' with W' n X C V for some V E "Y) 3). 
1) Partly supported by an N.S.F. contract. 
2) A quasi·component is a minimal non-empty intersection of clopen sets. 
3) Another characterization is: If U is open in Y, any clopen covering {V0.},. of 
U () X can be extended to a clop en covering { W ,.} "' of U such that W"' () X = V"' 
for all a. 
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We now prove 
Proposition 2.1. If X is locally connected, then (A) and (B) are 
equivalent. 
Proof. Assume (A), and suppose that U is an open neighborhood 
of y E Y -X and that "f/ is a clopen covering of U n X. Let W C U 
be an open neighborhood of y such that W n X is connected. Then "f/ 
has an element V such that V n (W n X)= W n X. Hence (W n X) C 
C V E "f/, which is what we had to show. 
Now assume (B), and let U be a neighborhood of y E Y. If y EX, 
pick a connected open neighborhood V of yin X such that V C U, and 
let W be an open subset of Y such that W n X= V and W CU. Then 
W is an open neighborhood of y contained in U, and W n X is con-
nected. If y E Y -X, let "f/ be the collection of components of U n X. 
Then "f/ is a clopen covering of U n X, so y has an open neighborhood 
W such that (W n X) E "f/. Hence W n X is connected, and that com-
pletes the proof. 
It follows for Proposition 2.1 that our definition of the completion 
of a spread f : X -+ Z does indeed generalize the one given by Fox for 
the case where X is locally connected. 
3. Existence. Let f :X-+ Z be a spread. We will show that Fox's 
construction [I; sections 2 and 8) of an extension g : Y-+ Z off satisfies 
all our requirements for a completion. 
Fox defines g : Y-+ Z as follows. A point y of g-1(z) is a function 
that assigns to each open neighborhood W of z a quasi-component y(W) 
of j-l(W) in such a way that y(W1) C y(W2) whenever W1 C W2• This 
defines both the space Y and the map g : Y-+ Z. To define the topology 
of Y, take as a base in Y all sets of the form U fW, where W is open in 
Z, where U is clopen in j-l(W), and where 
UfW = {y E Y!y(W) C U}. 
To embed X in Y, identify each x EX with the element of y which 
assigns to each open neighborhood W of f(x) the quasi-components 
x(W) of j-l(W) which contains x. 
Fox shows that the function g just constructed is a completion of f 
if X is locally connected. His proof that Y is a T1-space in which X is 
dense, and that g extends f, goes through unchanged in our present 
generality. It remains to verify (B) and the fact that g is complete. 
To verify (B), let N be an open neighborhood of y E Y -X and "f/ 
a clopen covering of N n X. Let U fW be a basic neighborhood of y 
contained in N. Since (as Fox observed) UfW n X= U, the collection 
"Y' = {V n U IV E "Y} 
is a clopen covering of U. Since y(W) is a quasi-component of j-l(W) 
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contained in U, there exists a V E "f/ such that y(W) C (V n U). Hence 
(V n U)JW is a neighborhood of y whose intersection with X is 
(V n U) c V E"f"'". 
To prove g complete, we first establish two preliminary results. 
First, if W C Z is open, then every clopen subset U of g-1( W) is of 
the form VJW for some clopen subset V of j-1(W): In fact, let V = U n X. 
Then U and VJW are both clopen subsets of g-1(W) whose intersection 
with j-1( W) is V; since j-1( W) is dense in g-1( W), this implies that 
U=VJW. 
Second, if W C Z is open, then every quasi-component of g-1( W) is 
of the form Q J W for some quasi-component Q of j-1( W): In fact, such 
QJW cover g-1(W), and each QJW is the intersection of the clopen subsets 
OJW of g-I(W), where 0 ranges over the clopen subsets of j-1(W) which 
contain Q. Moreover, if U is a clopen subset of g-1(W) which intersects 
QJW, then U = VJW for some clopen V C j-1(W), so V intersects Q and 
thus contains Q, and hence U = VJW ::> QJW. This proves that QJW is 
a quasi-component of g-1(W). 
We now show that g is complete. Let z E Z, and assign to each open 
neighborhood W of z a quasi-component Qw/W (with Qw a quasi-
component of j-1(W)) of g-1(W), such that W1 C W2 implies Qw1/WI C 
C Qw2/W2 (which implies Qw1 C Qw2 ). Define y E g-1(z) by y(W)=Qw. 
Then y E Qw/W for all W, so g is complete. 
4. Uniqueness. To say that the completion of a spread f : X---">- Z 
is essentially unique means that, if g1 : Y 1 ___,.. Z and g2 : Y 2 ___,.. Z are both 
completions off, then there exists a homeomorphism h from Y1 onto Y2, 
which is the identity on X, such that g1 = g2h. As Fox shows [1; section 
3], this follows easily from the following extension theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. Let /I: Xi___,.. Zi (i= 1, 2) be spreads, and let Yi: y"_,..zi 
be completions. Let c : Z1 ___,.. Z2 be continuous. Then any continuous 
a : xl---">- x2 such that /2a=ch can be extended to a continuous b : y1---">- x2 
such that g2b = cg1. 
Fox proved this theorem in the case where X1 and X2 are locally 
connected, after first establishing a lemma which asserts that, under 
assumption (A), the intersection with X of any connected open subset 
of Y is connected. An examination of Fox's proof shows that it remains 
valid (with minor verbal changes) in the present generality, provided his 
lemma is replaced by parts (b) and (c) of the following one, which is 
therefore all we need to prove. 
Lemma 4. 2. If XC Y satisfies (B), and if U is open in Y, then: 
(a) If V is a clopen subset of U n X, then vu (the closure of V in U) 
is clopen in U. 
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(b) If Q is a quasi-component of U, then Q n X is a quasi-component 
of U n X. 
(c) If V is clopen in U n X, then the union of all quasi-components 
of U which intersect V is open in X 1 ). 
Proof. (a) Let W = (U n X)- V. Then {V, W} is a clopen covering 
of U n X, so by (B) no point of U- X can be in the closure of both V 
and W. Thus {VU, WU} is a disjoint closed, and hence open, covering of U. 
(b) First we show that Q n X is not empty. Suppose it were. If CC is 
the collection of clopen subsets of U which contain Q, then Q=nCC. Let 
"Y={U-0 I 0 ECC}. 
Since Q n X is empty, .Y is a clopen covering of U n X. Now if y E Q 
(so that y E Y -X), then by (B) there is an open neighborhood W of y 
such that W n X E .Y. Hence W n X= U -Go for some Oo E CC. But 
then W n Oo is a neighborhood of y disjoint from X, which is impossible. 
It remains to show that Q n X is the intersection of clopen subsets 
of U n X, and that any clopen subset V of U n X which intersects 
Q n X must contain it. The first assertion is clear. As for the second, if 
V intersects Q n X, then vu intersects Q; since vu is clopen in U by 
(a), we have Q C vu and hence Q n XC - V. 
(c) By (a) and (b), the set in question is simply vu, which is open. 
5. Concluding remarks. Fox [l; pg. 246, Lemma] shows that, if 
g : Y ~ Z is the completion of a spread f :X~ Z, and if X is locally 
connected, then Y has a countable base whenever both X and Z do. 
Without local connectedness, this may be false, as the following example 
shows: Let Z be the subset of the plane consisting of the non-negative 
real axis A and all points with two rational coordinates. Let X =Z- {(0, 0)}, 
and let f : X ~ Z be the injection. Fox's construction shows that Y 
consists of X with one point yo added (with g(yo) = (0, 0)), and that a 
base for the neighborhoods of yo consists of all sets of the form 
{yo} V j-1 (Uw), where W is a neighborhood of (0, 0) in Z, and Uw is a 
clopen subset of W- {(0, 0)} which contains ( W- {(0, 0)}) n A. It is 
easy to verify that yo does not have a countable base of neighborhoods 
in Y, so that Y does not have a countable base and is not metrizable. 
Fox (l; pg. 246] shows that, if g : Y ~ Z is a spread and if Z is a 
regular, then so is Y. John Isbell has observed that, similarly, if Z is 
completely regular then so is Y: In fact, let y E Y and let V be a basic 
neighborhood of y, so that V is a clopen subset of g-1(W) for some open 
neighborhood W of g(y). To define a continuous £X : Y ~I which is 0 
at y and l outside V, we first pick a continuous f3 : Z ~I which is 0 at 
1) It can be shown that, if X is dense in Y, then (B) is actually equivalent to 
"(b) and (c)" or to "(b) and (a)". 
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g(y) and 1 outside W, and then take lX to be {3g on V and 1 elsewhere. 
This lX is continuous, because it is 1 on the closed set Y- V and {3g on 
the closed set V, which suffices since (Y- V) u V = Y. 
If Z is completely regular, there is an interesting "completion" of a 
spread I : X ----?- Z which may differ from the one we have studied. In 
fact, it is shown in [2] that there exists - essentially uniquely - a 
light, proper 1) map g : Y----?- Z extending I, with Y completely regular 
and satisfying (B) for finite "f/'. Moreover, if Y' then denotes the union 
of X and the set of y E Y -X satisfying (B) (for arbitrary "f/'), then g J Y' 
is a completion of I in the sense of this paper. 
1) g: Y --* Z is light if every g-l(z) is totally disconnected, and proper if g is 
closed and every g-1(z) is compact. It can be shown (see [2]) that every light, proper 
map with Hausdorff domain is a complete spread. 
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